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Abstract 

DNA elements upstream of transcription promoters play a role in regulating transcription 

initiation in all organisms.  In bacteria, upstream A-T rich sequences called UP elements can 

stimulate transcription through contact with the α subunit C-terminal domain (αCTD) of core 

RNA polymerase (RNAP), but the kinetic mechanisms by which they do so remain unclear.  We 

investigated the role of the UP element in stimulating initiation from the strong E. coli 16s rRNA 

promoter using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy to visualize σ70RNAP holoenzyme 

binding and the formation nascent RNA by oligonucleotide probe hybridization on individual 

DNA molecules containing the rrnB P1 promoter.  By directly detecting initial binding of 

σ70RNAP to promoter and monitoring the lifetimes of promoter-polymerase complexes, the 

experiments reveal the kinetic mechanism of polymerase recruitment to the promoter and the 

subsequent conformational change that stabilizes binding.  The presence of UP stimulated the 

rate of initial binding of polymerase to promoter by at least six-fold, and this stimulation was fully 

sufficient to account for the increase in initiation rate by UP.  Thus, UP likely functions at this 

strong promoter simply by acting as a binding target for the rapidly reorienting αCTD domain 

tethered to the core polymerase. In contrast, there were only minor effects of UP on the 

measured rates of the conformational change or the dissociation rates of the initial σ70RNAP 

promoter complexes.  These studies define a paradigmatic kinetic mechanism for stimulation of 

transcription initiation by direct αCTD-DNA interactions.  This mechanism can serve as a 

building block of more complex regulatory architectures in which αCTD promotes transcription 

through interactions with both DNA and protein activators. 
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Introduction 

Multi-subunit RNAPs initiate the transcription of DNA through a process that is central to 

the regulation of gene expression in all domains of life [1–3].  A quantitative understanding of 

this process is vital in outlining the bacterial regulatory network and its dynamic response to 

environmental changes, identifying and characterizing new targets for antibacterial drug design 

[4], and developing baseline kinetic mechanisms of transcription initiation to maximize the 

information gained from genome-wide comparison experiments [5]. 

The E. coli rrnB P1 promoter drives transcription of the 16S rRNA and as such is one of the 

most actively transcribed bacterial promoters driven by the σ70RNAP holoenzyme during 

exponential growth of cells [6].  In starvation, however, reduced concentration of the initiating 

NTP and an increased concentration of the alarmone nucleotide ppGpp induce a large decrease 

in initiation at this promoter.  Despite its high activity, rrnB lacks many of the hallmarks of strong 

σ70-dependent promoters:  it has a non-consensus -35 hexamer, a non-extended -10 box, and a 

non-ideal -10/-35 spacer.  Mutation of these non-ideal elements to an ideal sequence alleviates 

growth rate-dependent control at the rrnB P1 locus [7, 8], consistent with the hypothesis that 

instability of σ70RNAP complexes with the core promoter plays an essential role in regulation.    

In addition to the core promoter elements, rrnB P1 also contains an upstream promoter 

(“UP”) element at positions -65 to -41 relative to the transcription start site.  Mutations in UP 

dramatically reduce initiation frequency both in vivo [9–12] and in vitro [11].  Interestingly, UP 

ablations can also diminish growth-rate dependent regulation of rRNA promoters [7, 8].  The 

presence of sequence elements upstream of a promoter that affect promoter activity and 

regulation is a common theme in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes.  In general, such sequences 

may serve as targets for transcription factor binding or may interact directly with the core 

transcriptional machinery or both.  At some promoters, UP elements may be the promoter 
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regions that make earliest contact with the polymerase during initiation [1, 13, 14].   The UP 

element is thought to act at least in part through direct binding of the flexibly tethered carboxy-

terminal domains of the α subunits of RNAP (α-CTD) [11, 15, 16] in a manner similar to a class I 

transcriptional activator [16, 17].  This interaction is thought to increase the populations of some 

types of RNAP-promoter complexes [9, 18], but the kinetic mechanisms by which this is 

achieved have been challenging to decipher, in part because UP may act at multiple steps in 

initiation [9, 19–23]. 

Here we investigate the roles of the UP element on the kinetic processes required for 

initiation at the rrnB P1 promoter.  The experiments utilized the colocalization single molecule 

spectroscopy (CoSMoS) technique previously used to define the kinetic mechanism for initiation 

at the E. coli σ54 promoter glnA [24, 25] and the mechanism of rrnB repression by secondary 

channel factors GreB and DksA [26].  This and other single-molecule techniques used to study 

transcription initiation (see refs. [27–29] and refs. therein) have a number of advantages over 

traditional ensemble biochemical techniques that include the abilities to discriminate between 

intermediates from an asynchronous mixture of complexes, to characterize forward and reverse 

reaction steps in a single experiment, and to directly observe initial RNAP association with a 

promoter DNA. 

Results 

Observing σ70RNAP-rrnB P1 Complex Formation and Transcription Initiation on 

single DNA molecules 

 To examine the role that UP plays in initiation at rrnB P1, we constructed a transcription 

template containing the wild type E. coli rrnB P1 promoter and 251 bp of downstream sequence 

(WT; Fig. 1A).  We also made control templates UP−, P1−, and UP−P1− in which the UP element, 
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the -35 and -10 box core promoter elements, or both were mutated.  All four DNA variants also 

contain the less-active rrnB P2 promoter [30] 117 nt downstream of the P1 position.   

We used the CoSMoS technique [24, 26, 31–34] to directly observe binding of single 

RNAP holoenzyme (σ70RNAP) molecules to the WT DNA and the production of individual 

transcript molecules by these promoter-holoenzyme complexes.  WT DNA molecules were 

tethered at their downstream ends to the surface of a coverslip flow chamber via a biotin-avidin 

linkage (Fig. 1).  The upstream end was labeled with a blue-excited fluorescent dye.  The 

chamber was monitored using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, in which 

only dye moieties that are tethered to the surface are visualized as discrete spots.  The surface 

density of the DNA was kept sufficiently low that the images showed well defined, isolated spots 

of fluorescence (100-200 per field of view) corresponding to individual DNA molecules (Fig. 2A, 

left).  

Next, we introduced a solution containing σ70RNAP, labeled with a red-excited Cy5 dye 

on the σ70 subunit [35], and the four nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs).  The solution also 

contained two green-excited dye labeled oligonucleotide probes complementary to the transcript 

sequence at positions 1-26 and 27-54 (Table S1).  Spots of Cy5-σ70RNAP fluorescence 

appeared on the surface (Fig. 2A, center).  Typically, 96% of these σ70RNAP spots colocalized 

with recorded positions of individual DNA molecules, suggesting that the spots represent 

polymerase bound to DNA.  Some σ70RNAP spots persisted for the full duration of the recording 

(~1 hour); others eventually disappeared.  Spots that were observed to disappear typically did 

so completely in a single frame interval, indicating that single σ70 subunit was present and then 

either dissociated from the complex or had its single dye label photobleached by the excitation 

laser. 
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Over the course of the recording, spots of green fluorescence (transcript probe) were 

also observed to colocalize with DNA positions, indicating hybridization with an RNA produced 

by transcription of the template (Fig. 2A, right).  Probe fluorescence intensity was sometime 

observed to appear in two discrete steps, suggesting that we can detect hybridization to both 

target sequences on the transcript.  Even though elongation of the 240 nt transcript is expected 

to take <30 s under these conditions, many of these probe spots persisted for tens of minutes, 

consistent with the expectation that avidin linked to the downstream end of the template will act 

as a roadblock to movement of the transcript elongation complex (TEC) and cause it to stall [36, 

37].   

To check that colocalization of transcript probe spots with DNA molecules were the 

result of σ70RNAP-mediated transcription events, we compared the results from the experiment 

with all four NTPs to a control performed in the absence of GTP.  Over a 3,600 s course of 

observation, 48% (148 of 306) DNA locations exhibited colocalized probe spots in the former, 

compared to only 1% (2 of 161) in the control.  Moreover, in transcription experiments 

containing all four NTPs with the UP−P1− DNA, only 5% (11 of 216) of template locations had 

colocalized probe. Taken together, these results confirm that nearly all colocalization of probe 

with DNA template molecules indicates initiation at the rrnB P1 promoter on those molecules. 

To determine the extent to which the UP element stimulates transcription from individual 

rrnB P1 DNA molecules, we next repeated the experiment using the DNA that lacks the UP 

element sequence (UP−; Fig. 1A).  The mutation greatly reduced the frequency of initiation.  To 

measure the rate of initiation on the DNA constructs under the conditions of the single molecule 

experiment, we measured the time to the first probe hybridization seen on each DNA (Fig. 2B).  

This time is the sum of the times required to initiate transcription on the DNA, to synthesize the 

first ~45-68 nt of RNA needed to expose the hybridization targets, and to hybridize the probe.  

However, RNA synthesis (at ~10 nt s−1 and hybridization; see Fig. S1) are >500-fold faster than 
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initiation, so the time to the first hybridization is an accurate measure of the initiation time.  Fits 

to the time distributions yielded the initiation rates (Fig. 2B); these confirmed that the UP− 

construct retains some rrnB P1-dependent initiation activity. After subtracting the low rate of 

non-specific probe binding measured on UP−P1−, the P1-specific initiation rates at 0.75 nM 

RNAP on WT and UP− were (3.7 ± 0.8) × 10−4 and (0.34 ± 0.10) × 10−4 s−1, respectively.  Thus, 

elimination of the UP element from the wild-type promoter reduces by 11-fold the rate of 

transcription initiated from rrnB P1. This result is similar to that obtained in bulk experiments 

(Fig. S2) and agrees with the 11-fold decrease seen in vivo with the SUB-lacZ reporter construct 

[9]. 

UP-Dependent Stimulation of Closed Complex Formation 

The rate of initial association between σ70RNAP and promoters is thought to be a 

major step at which the rate of initiation is modulated by DNA sequence or transcription 

factors [5, 38, 39].  However, binding is most often measured in experiments which 

measure the initial association step only in aggregate with later steps [13].  To directly 

measure the second-order association rate, we observed binding of labeled σ70RNAP to 

surface-tethered DNA in the absence of NTPs [24, 25].  These experiments were 

conducted at >10-fold higher time resolution and excitation laser power relative to those 

in Fig. 2 to help ensure that even brief binding events were detected.  Only the time to 

the first binding event on each DNA was scored in order to minimize any effect of 

occupancy of DNA by photobleached σ70RNAP.  Distributions of times to first binding 

were exponential (Fig. 3A-D), yielding apparent first-order rate constants that were 

proportional to the σ70RNAP concentration (Fig. 3E).  While there was little binding to 

areas of the chamber surface that did not contain DNA molecules, we observed 
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significant binding to the UP−P1− DNA molecules, presumably due to sequence-

independent association of polymerase to the DNA or to binding of polymerase to non-

P1 sequence elements (e.g., rrnB P2) present in the UP−P1− construct.   

The rate constants for association to the UP− and P1− constructs were 

indistinguishable within experimental uncertainty from the rate for UP−P1−.  Thus, there 

was no detectable binding over background to the UP site alone or to the core promoter 

alone (Fig. 3E black and red).  In contrast, the rate binding to WT DNA clearly exceeded 

binding to UP−P1−, yielding a second order rate constant for the promoter-specific 

binding of σ70RNAP to rrnB P1 of (3.1 ± 0.6) × 106 M−1 s−1 (S.E.; Fig. 3E, blue).  This 

value is >60-fold lower than a previous estimate of the lower limit on the association rate 

from filter binding experiments [9], but the difference is not unexpected given that the 

earlier work was done at lower ionic strength.  

The estimated uncertainties in the measurements set upper limits (at p = 0.84) of 

<0.53 × 106 and <0.39 × 106 M−1 s−1 for specific binding of σ70RNAP to the P1-core and 

UP sites, respectively.  However, the rate of binding at a given RNAP concentration 

must necessarily be greater than or equal to the rate of initiation at that concentration.  

Thus, the initiation rate measured above (Fig. 2) and the binding data constrain the P1-

core specific binding rate to be in the range 0.045 × 106 M−1 s−1 to 0.53 × 106 M−1 s−1.  

Taken together, the data show that removal of UP decreases the rate of σ70RNAP 

binding to rrnB P1 by a factor that is at least 5.8-fold and may be as large as 69-fold. 

Promoter Complexes formed by σ70RNAP in the presence and absence of UP 
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Given the range of possible values, the increase in the binding rate of RNAP to 

rrnB P1 caused by UP accounts for most but possibly not all of the 11-fold increase in 

overall transcription rate caused by the presence of UP.  Therefore, we next examined 

whether UP might also act at a subsequent step in initiation by altering the kinetic 

stabilities of holoenzyme-promoter complexes.  To do this we examined the complex 

lifetimes in the absence of NTPs, conditions which allow formation of closed and open 

complexes but do not allow open complexes to proceed to RNA synthesis.  Excitation 

power in this experiment was chosen to minimize photobleaching of Cy5-σ70RNAP (Fig. 

S3), in order to permit accurate measurement of the lifetimes of long-lived Cy5-

σ70RNAP-DNA complexes.  We observed that complex formation was highly reversible, 

with numerous short (< 0.5 min duration) holoenzyme binding events observed on 

nearly all WT DNAs (Fig. 4A, left).  This behavior was qualitatively similar to that seen in 

the presence of NTPs in the experiments of Fig. 2.  Conversely, we also detected some 

complexes that persisted for 5 min or more on WT DNA.  UP− displayed fewer such long 

lived complexes and the control UP−P1− DNA almost none (Fig 4A).  Thus, most 

observed complexes, whether of long or short lifetime, reflect sequence-specific 

promoter binding. 

 Fitting the distribution of holoenzyme-WT DNA complex lifetimes required a 

function with at least two exponential terms (Fig. 4B).  This is consistent with the known 

initiation mechanism: in the absence of NTPs, σ70RNAP can form at least two different 

complexes with rrnB P1 [9].  Unexpectedly, very long lived (> ~500 s) complexes were 

observed more frequently on UP− than on WT, although the number of such complexes 

was very small, representing only 1-2% of the total (Fig. 4C).  This suggests that the 
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absence of UP allows the formation of a small subpopulation of highly kinetically stable 

RNAP-promoter complexes that do not form when UP is present.  Consistent with the 

presence of an additional species, statistical model selection decisively favored fitting 

the holoenzyme-UP− DNA complex lifetime distribution with at least three exponential 

terms (Fig. 4C).  Nevertheless, with the exception of rarely formed long-lived species on 

the UP− DNA, the lifetime distributions on WT and UP− DNA are similar, with roughly 

90% of the lifetimes having a time constant of ~10 s and the remainder ~60 s or longer 

(Table S2). 

 
A Quantitative Kinetic Model for UP-Stimulated Transcription from WT rrnB P1 
 

To gain further insight into the mechanistic implications of the data, we analyzed 

the results of the WT DNA binding and lifetime experiments in the context of a minimal 

sequential kinetic model in which an initial binding complex isomerizes into a second, 

more kinetically stable intermediate complex (Fig. 5A, black; we refer to the two 

complexes as RPC and RPI, respectively). The model predicts exponential binding 

curves and bi-exponential lifetime distributions, corresponding to our observations (Fig. 

3 and Fig. 4B, respectively). Values for rate constant k1 are defined as the promoter-

specific binding rates (Fig. 3E).  A two-exponential fit to the lifetime distribution of 

σ70RNAP on the WT DNA in the absence of NTPs (Fig. 4B) yielded estimates of the 

other rate constants (Fig. 5A, WT) for the initial steps of rrnB P1 initiation.  In an 

otherwise identical lifetime distribution measurement conducted in the presence of ATP, 

CTP, and UTP, the amplitude and lifetime of the short component of the lifetime 

distribution were similar, while the long component lifetime(s) was significantly 

increased (Fig. S6A, Table S2).  This increase is consistent with the expectation that 
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NTPs do not affect the initial binding (step 1 in Fig. 5A) [13] but allow the formation of 

additional intermediates (TEC formed in the k4step) that are kinetically stabilized by 

initial RNA synthesis.  If the post-isomerization steps (lumped together as the effective 

rate constant k4 in Fig. 5) do not limit the rate of initiation (which requires k4 >> k-2), the 

deduced rate constants derived from the model predict an initiation rate from WT rrnB 

P1 of (1.5 ± 0.4) × 10−4 s−1 at 0.75 nM RNAP  This value is similar to the independently 

determined promoter-specific initiation rate (3.7 ± 0.8) × 10−4 s−1 (Fig. 2D), supporting 

the assumption that post-isomerization steps do not limit the rate.  Thus, all of the WT 

DNA data are consistent with the minimal mechanism containing two kinetically 

significant complexes prior to the NTP-binding step, and the data support models that 

early reactions (up to and including the formation of the open complex) control the rate 

of initiation at rrnB P1. 

As previously discussed, lifetime distributions of σ70RNAP complexes on UP− 

DNA require at least three exponential terms for a satisfactory fit even in the absence of 

NTPs (Fig. 4C).  This implies the existence of three or more distinct species of RNAP-

promoter complexes that can form prior to any step requiring NTPs.  Thus, the two-

intermediate model we used to interpret the WT DNA data (Fig. 5A, black only) is 

insufficient to explain the initiation mechanism on UP− DNA.  However, the three-

intermediate model shown in Fig. 5A (black and red together) is consistent with the UP− 

DNA lifetime distribution. Furthermore, the resulting rate constants predict a maximal 

initiation rate at 0.75 nM RNAP (assuming the upper limit value of k1, 0.53 × 106 M−1 s−1, 

and that post-isomerization steps along the initiation pathway are fast) of (3.9 ± 0.3) × 

10−5 s−1.  This corresponds closely to the measured initiation rate on the UP− promoter, 
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(3.4 ± 1.0) × 10−5 s−1. Thus, the kinetic scheme shown in Fig. 5A is consistent with all of 

our experimental data on the UP− DNA (Figs. 2B, 3E, and 4C).  

The scheme of Fig. 5A includes a state, RPd, which is not a sequential 

intermediate in initiation but instead is positioned as a branch off the initiation pathway.  

The presence of this state would explain the small population (1.4% of binding events) 

of anonymously long-lived complexes that form on UP− DNA in the absence of NTPs 

(Fig. 4C; Table S2).  We considered an alternative model in which all three species 

were sequential intermediates along the initiation pathway (Fig. S7), but this model does 

not explain the rate of initiation on UP− DNA, instead predicting a maximal initiation rate 

of (5.1 ± 2.4) × 10−6 s−1, ~7-fold lower than that observed.  Thus, it is unlikely that linear 

schemes with all intermediates on-pathway are sufficient to explain our observations.  

Despite the evidence for the off-pathway RPd state under the artificial conditions of zero 

NTPs, this species is not necessarily important at physiological nucleotide 

concentrations.   RPd may not be significantly populated in the presence of NTPs if 

subsequent steps in initiation (k4 in Fig. 5A) are fast enough to effectively compete with 

its formation (k3). 

Discussion 

We used single-molecule fluorescence to observe initiation, binding to and 

dissociation from rrnB P1 by single molecules of σ70RNAP.  Unlike many previous 

studies of initiation, the experiments directly characterize the key initial promoter binding 

step. This reduces complications arising from coupling of this step to subsequent 

conformational isomerization of the RNAP-promoter complex [9, 13].  The experiments 
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demonstrated that UP substantially stimulates (by 11-fold) initiation at this promoter in 

vitro. This value falls within the range measured for factor-independent UP stimulation 

of rrnB P1 in vivo [9].  The rate of sequence-dependent association of σ70RNAP with the 

core promoter was undetectably low but was substantially accelerated by addition of UP 

to the DNA construct.  Reaction steps that interconvert the initial kinetically significant 

RNAP-DNA complexes were readily reversible both in the presence and absence of UP, 

and the rates of these steps and of polymerase dissociation from DNA were essentially 

unaffected by UP. 

UP could potentially promote initiation either by increasing the rate of RNAP 

binding to the promoter or by increasing the efficiency with which bound complexes are 

converted to elongation complexes.  The association measurements demonstrate that 

binding rate is increased by at least 6-fold, and possibly by much more since promoter 

sequence-specific binding without UP was too slow to detect in Fig. 3. The RNAP-DNA 

lifetime distributions show more subtle differences with and without UP, and the results 

of kinetic modeling suggest that initiation efficiency after initial binding is not increased 

by UP.  Specifically, the initiation efficiency following promoter binding is calculated to 

be 6.5 ± 1.2% (S.E.) in the presence of UP and 9.9 ± 0.9% in its absence, subject to the 

assumption that post-isomerization steps are fast. Thus, UP does not significantly 

improve efficiency despite the fact that the presence of UP suppresses the production of 

a rare off-pathway state, RPd.  Taken together, our data show that the stimulation of 

initiation by UP on rrnB P1 can be completely or nearly completely explained by 

stimulation of the recruitment of RNAP to the promoter in the initial binding step, at least 

at the sub-saturating concentrations of σ70RNAP used here. 
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Comparison with previous studies of UP effects on initiation 

There is extensive evidence, reviewed in [13], that DNA upstream of the -35 

element can accelerate initiation by promoting isomerization to the open complex.  

However, some of these studies simply remove the upstream DNA and thus do not 

clearly distinguish between effects of the UP sequence from a generic involvement of 

upstream DNA in initiation step(s). 

Other studies specifically examined the effects of mutation of UP sequences as 

we do here.  Previous work that used bulk kinetic analyses based on filter binding 

methods [9] concluded that 1) UP stimulates the initial binding of σ70RNAP to rrnB P1, 

2) UP stimulates (by ~3-fold) isomerization of closed to open promoter complexes, and 

3) UP blocks dissociation RNAP dissociation in that initial binding of RNAP to the 

promoter is reversible in the absence of UP but becomes effectively irreversible in its 

presence.  Our data are compatible with the first but not with the second of these 

conclusions since we calculate detect little effect of UP on conversion efficiency 

indicating that any UP effect on closed-to-open complex isomerization likely plays a 

minimal role in UP stimulation of initiation.  Our results disagree with the third 

conclusion: we directly observe that dissociation of the initial complex is fast (k-1 = ~0.1 

s-1). A possible reason for the discrepancies between our results and those of ref. [9] is 

that the former were conducted at monovalent cation concentrations that approximate 

those in live cells (150 mM KCl) [40] whereas the latter were conducted at lower salt 

concentrations that are known to reduce both dissociation and open complex formation 
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[41, 42].  The method used here directly detects the initial binding step instead of 

monitoring it in aggregate with subsequent isomerizations and can do so even in 

physiological salt where binding is weak, conditions at which appropriate regulation of 

rrnB P1 by ppGpp and initiating nucleotide concentration [43] can be demonstrated in 

vitro [44].  

 

Mechanism by which UP accelerates binding of RNAP to promoter 

The experimental results (Fig. 3E) demonstrate independently from any specific 

kinetic model that UP substantially stimulates the initial binding of polymerase to the 

promoter. We presume that the acceleration of k1 by UP (Fig. 5A,B) in the absence of 

upstream-binding factors like Fis [12] (ref) arise from initial binding of α-CTD to UP [13, 

14], forming an intermediate complex RPu along the pathway to RPC (Fig. 5C).  Since 

we detected (Fig. 3E) no binding of σ70RNAP above background levels to the P1− DNA 

(which contains UP but lacks the -35 and -10 box promoter sequences), RPU is likely to 

be kinetically unstable with a low barrier to dissociation.  Nevertheless, its formation 

could significantly reduce the effective barrier to formation of RPC as depicted in the free 

energy landscape in Fig. 5C, accelerating σ70RNAP binding to the promoter.  This 

landscape is also consistent with the conclusion that dissociation of RPC occurs at 

similar rates in the presence and absence of UP (k-1 in Fig. 5A, B), implying that the 

barriers to dissociation (gold arrows in Fig. 5C) are similar.  This suggests that an UP-

αCTD interaction stabilizes the closed complex (compare the free energies of RPCꞌ and 

RPC in Fig. 5C), and is further evidence consistent with the involvement of the RPu 

intermediate in initial σ70RNAP-DNA complex formation on the WT promoter. 
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How can the mere addition of a single additional binding target for RNAP 

accelerate the formation of RPC by roughly an order of magnitude?  UP is known to 

interact with the extreme C-terminal ends of the CTD domains of both α subunits of 

RNAP [11, 18, 45].  We speculate that the rate acceleration arises from the fact that the 

DNA-binding portion of α-CTD is a small domain [46, 47] on a long tether which is 

thought to be unstructured and highly flexible [45].  It is therefore expected to have 

greatly increased rotational and local translational Brownian motion relative to the much 

larger core polymerase domains.  The high Brownian motion would in turn be expected 

to greatly increase the rate constant of the diffusion-controlled binding of the domain to 

its target site relative to the rate that the slowly diffusing core polymerase can achieve 

for binding to its target.  A similar acceleration of the association rate constant by 

tethered diffusion of might also account for enhanced initiation by class I activators and 

other proteins which, like UP, serve as parts of upstream binding sites for α-CTD [1].  

Materials and Methods 

 

Construction of E. coli rrnB P1 template and its variants.   

Transcription templates were constructed by PCR using commercially obtained 

oligonucleotide primers (Table S1) labeled at their 5’-ends with either AlexaFluor 488 or 

biotin.  PCR reactions used as template E. coli genomic DNA from strain MG1655 

(ATCC), and high fidelity platinum Taq polymerase, and were run according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol (Stratagene).  DNA sequences in the rrnB P1 positions were 

directed by the upstream PCR primer so that the entire promoter and UP element were 

present (WT), the UP element sequence was mutated (UP−), the -35 box of the P1 
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promoter was mutated (P1−), or both UP element and -35 box sequences were mutated 

(UP−P1−).  All variants contained the genomic -27 to +240 sequence, including the 

weaker P2 promoter which is not the focus of this study, resulting in templates of 310 

bp.  For the UP− and the UP−P1− DNA variants, nucleotides -41 to -65 or -28 to -35 

pyrimidines were changes to their non-pairing purine and purines were altered to their 

non-pairing pyrimidines respectively.  

Expression, Purification, and Labeling of E. coli σ70 

Previously described and characterized [35] rpoD(∆cys) C132S C291S C295S 

S366C was cloned into pET15b for the purpose of adding an N-terminal His6-tag, 

yielding pRPODS366C (https://www.addgene.org/129688/).  The plasmid was 

transformed into E. coli BL21DE3 pLysS, grown to OD600 = ~0.4 at 37°C in 2× YT broth 

containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin, and induced by the addition of IPTG to 1 mM with 

further incubation for 2 hours.   The expressed σ70S366C was purified according to 

previous protocols [48] with some minor changes:  Cells were harvested and then 

separated from the periplasmic material by a series of buffer & osmotic strength 

changes [49] before dropwise freezing in liquid N2.  Cells were thawed on ice in 50 mM 

Tris-Cl− pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, 5% glycerol, 300 µg/mL lysozyme 

(Sigma-Aldrich) and complete protease inhibitor (Roche) before sonication.  The soluble 

fraction of the cell lysate was then purified over a Talon nickel-chelating column as 

described previously [48].  σ70-containing fractions were then dialyzed against TGED 

buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl− pH 8.0, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM DTT) to 

remove imidazole and further purified over a 5 mL HiTrapQ (GE Healthcare) anion 

exchange column. The protein eluted at 350 mM NaCl in a 50 mL, 100 – 500mM NaCl 
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gradient in TGED buffer containing 50 μM TCEP instead of DTT.  The addition of this 

anion-exchange chromatography step resulted in σ70 that was >95% pure determined 

by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining.  Purified σ70S366C was mixed with a ten-fold 

molar excess of Cy5-maleimide (GE Healthcare) and incubated at room temperature for 

10 min, followed by 2 hour incubation on ice.  The resulting Cy5-σ70 was separated from 

excess dye on Sephadex G50 (0.6 × 28cm) at 4°C.  Purified Cy5-σ70 was dialyzed 

against a storage buffer containing 10 mM Tris-Cl− pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 50% glycerol, 

1mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and stored at -20 °C.  Removal of free dye from the labeled 

protein sample was confirmed by SDS-PAGE using a Typhoon scanner with a Cy5 filter 

set. 

We determined the fraction labeled of Cy5-σ70 colorimetrically using ε280 = 39,040 

M−1 cm−1 for σ70, and ε650 = 250,000 M−1 cm−1, ε280 / ε650 = 0.05 for Cy5. The results 

indicated that ~70% of the protein was labeled with Cy5.  The 30% dark σ70 was in 

rough agreement with the fraction of transcript probe binding events we observed in the 

absence of a preceding σ70-RNAP binding event. 

RNAP holoenzyme preparation 

E. coli core RNAP (α2ββ′ω) with a SNAP-tag on the C-terminus of β′ [50] was a 

generous gift from Robert Landick, Rachel Mooney and Abbey Vangeloff and was 

labeled with SNAP-Surface 647 (New England Biolabs) as described [51] to produce 

core RNAP647. 

To prepare σ70 holoenzyme, σ70 or Cy5-σ70 was removed from −20 °C storage 

and incubated with core RNAP or RNAP647 at a 1.3:1 mole ratio for ~1 hr at 0 °C. 
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Initiation rates for unlabeled σ70RNAP, Cy5-σ70RNAP, and σ70RNAP647 were identical 

within experimental uncertainty (Fig. S4).  Four of six initiation rate data sets (two on 

WT DNA and two on UP− DNA) were collected with σ70RNAP647; all other data were 

collected with Cy5- σ70RNAP.  

Flow chamber preparation and microscopy 

The micro-mirror multiwavelength single-molecule total internal reflection (TIR) 

fluorescence microscope used excitation lasers at 488, 532, and 633 nm and was 

previously described [24].  Reactions were performed in ~20 µl flow chambers (~4 × 

~25 × ~0.2 mm).  Labeled DNA surface density was ~0.15 molecules µm−2, yielding a 

template concentration averaged over the cell volume of ~1.2 pM. Biotinated, dye 

labeled DNA molecules were linked with avidin DN (Vector Laboratories) to the surface 

of a fused silica flow cell essentially as described [24].  Reactions with σ70RNAP were 

performed in microscopy buffer: 40 mM Tris-OAc (pH 8.0), 150 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 

4 mM DTT, 10 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (#126615 EMD Chemicals; La Jolla, CA), 

and a PCA/PCD oxygen scavenging system [52] to minimize photobleaching.  Unless 

otherwise specified, reactions contained 0.75 nM σ70RNAP.  Transcription reactions 

were conducted in microscopy buffer supplemented with 0.5 mM of each NTP and 2.5 

nM of each Cy3 oligonucleotide probe.   

Analysis of CoSMoS Data 

Analysis of single-molecule colocalization data was performed with custom 

software implemented in Matlab as previously described [24, 53] with minor changes.  

To score association and release of labeled molecules (σ70RNAP or transcript probe 
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oligonucleotide) from a surface-tethered DNA molecule, we integrated the fluorescence 

emission of the molecules over a 0.45 × 0.45 µm areas centered at DNA locations.  In 

the resulting records, increases to an emission intensity > 4.0 times the standard 

deviation of the baseline noise were scored as a binding event.  Following a binding 

event, the first decrease of the emission to < 1.5 times the standard deviation of the 

baseline noise was scored as dissociation/photobleaching.    

Determination of σ70-RNAP initiation rates from E. coli rrnB P1 

The rates and active fractions from three initiation rate data sets on WT DNA 

were determined by maximum likelihood fitting of the times to first observation of the 

transcript probe fluorescence on each DNA molecule and of the number of DNA 

molecules that showed no transcript signal throughout the duration of the experimental 

record [53].  The likelihood function assumed an exponential probability density. 

Standard errors of the rate and initiation fraction fit parameters were estimated by 

bootstrapping (random sampling, with replacement, from the full set of DNA molecules 

observed, which includes both molecules that did and those that did not initiate).  The 

final rate [(3.8 ± 0.8) × 10−4 s−1] and active fraction [0.99 ± 0.02] values were determined 

by weighted averaging of the fit parameters from the three data sets. Data from 

experiments on the UP− and UP−P1− DNAs was processed the same way, except that 1) 

the individual data sets (three for UP− and two for UP−P1−) were pooled and fit as a 

group (this was possible because all data sets had the same duration), and 2) the active 

fraction parameter was not fit but instead was fixed at 0.99, the value determined from 

the WT data (this was necessary because the slow rates of initiation of these DNA 

prevented accurate determination of the active fraction on the time scale observed).  
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Determination of σ70-RNAP binding rates 

To measure binding rates, microscopy buffer containing Cy5-σ70RNAP at 0.75 

nM, 2 nM, or 5 nM was introduced into the flow chamber at time zero.  Cy5-σ70RNAP 

was excited with 1.25 mW 633 nm light and fluorescence emission >635 nm was 

recorded at a frame rate of 2 Hz with autofocus adjustment every 240 frames.  Under 

this high excitation power conditions, short binding events were efficiently detected but 

lasted only a few frames, presumably due to photobleaching.  Binding events that 

colocalized with surface DNA positions were scored using an automated spot-picking 

algorithm [53].  Only the interval between time zero and the first σ70RNAP colocalization 

event on each DNA was scored; all subsequent binding events were ignored to 

minimize the effect of DNA occupancy by photobleached complexes on the measured 

rates. DNA molecules already bound with holoenzyme at time zero were excluded from 

the analysis.   

For each set of measurements, an apparent first-order rate constant was 

determined by maximizing the single exponential likelihood function (Fig. 3A-D).  The 

rate constants for specific binding to the promoter or its constituent elements (“promoter 

element-specific” rate constants) were determined by subtracting the apparent first-

order rate constant measured with the UP−P1− DNA from those measured with the WT, 

UP−, or P1− DNAs at the same polymerase concentration (Fig. 3E).  The specific 

binding rate constants were then adjusted by applying two correction factors to yield the 

final value of the rate constant.  First, the rate constant was multiplied by 1.4 to account 

for the labeling stoichiometry of σ70RNAP measured in bulk.  Second, the rate constant 

was multiplied by a factor to account for the binding events that were of durations too 
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short (typically <0.4 s) to be experimentally detected due to background noise. To 

determine the size of this correction factor, we first selected in a typical recording every 

fluorescent spot with a duration ≥3 frames. In each frame in which the spot was visible, 

except the first and last, we measured the spot width and peak fluorescence intensity 

above background by Gaussian fitting (Fig. S5A).  Next, we generated simulated spot 

images.  Each image was constructed by adding a Gaussian function of the same width 

as the median width of the experimentally measured spots and a chosen peak intensity 

to a background noise image taken from a randomly selected frame and position in a 

spot-free region of an experimental record. For each Gaussian peak intensity value, we 

determined the maximum intensity threshold at which the simulated spot was detected 

by the spot-picking algorithm (Fig. S5B).  The shortest duration peak spot that could be 

detected in the experimental records was then estimated to be  

Tmin = Imin / Iexp 

where Imin was the minimum Gaussian peak intensity detected at the threshold used in 

the analysis of the experimental data (46.2; Fig. S5B dashed lines) and Iexp was the 

median intensity measured for spots in the experimental images (Figure S5A, horizontal 

dashed line). This analysis was repeated once on each day data was recorded.  Finally, 

the fraction of events that were too short to be detected was calculated as the integral of 

the experimental spot lifetime distribution from zero to Tmin.  The rate constant was then 

multiplied by the reciprocal of this faction (which ranged from 1.2 to 1.4) to yield the final 

value. 

Determination of σ70RNAP-DNA complex lifetimes 
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To determine complex lifetimes, labeled σ70RNAP was diluted into microscopy 

buffer (final concentration 0.75 nM) and introduced into the flow chamber.  σ70RNAP 

fluorescence was excited by 25 µW 633 nm light and emission >635 nm was recorded 

at 0.13 Hz with automatic focus adjustment [54] every 17 frames. The low frame rate 

reduced the time resolution of the experiment relative to that in the binding rate 

measurements, but allowed excitation at greatly reduced power, which minimized 

photobleaching.  The duration that each polymerase molecule stayed on the DNA was  

scored by the threshold-crossing algorithm used previously [24], with the onset of 

binding scored when the intensity first exceeded 5.0 times the baseline noise and end of 

binding scored when the intensity dropped below 3.0 times the baseline noise.  This 

procedure efficiently detected binding durations as short as ~3 s.  All binding events 

were inspected manually and those that did not image as a well-defined fluorescent 

spot were discarded.  Dwell times were first measured in control experiments using 

UP−P1− DNA.  Since this DNA lacks the core rrnB P1 elements, DNA-colocalized 

binding events scored in these experiments result from rrnB P1-independent events 

such as σ70RNAP binding to the flow cell surface near a DNA molecule, to non-promoter 

regions of the DNA, or to rrnB P2.  All of the binding events observed in this control 

were of short duration: most (>95%) lasted for one 8 s frame and the remainder lasted 

either 2 or 3 frames.  The frequencies of these rrnB P1-independent events were 

subtracted from the frequencies of the 1-3 frame duration events measured with the 

WT, or UP− DNAs to determine the distributions of rrnB P1-specific events [24].  

Measured dwell times were fit to a two- or three-exponential lifetime distribution 
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truncated at tmin = 3s. For WT DNA 1,381 of an estimated total of 1,433 binding events 

were detected; for UP− 929 of an estimated 1,248 events were detected. 

 

Calculation of rate constants for formation and breakdown of σ70RNAP-
promoter complexes 

 

Rate constants k-1, k2, and k-2 for WT DNA and k-1, k2, k-2, k3, and k-3 for UP− DNA 

(Fig. 5A) were calculated from the two- or three-exponential lifetime distribution fit 

parameters (Table S2) by iterative optimization using the Q-matrix method [55].  We 

assumed that k4 = 0 in the absence of nucleotide.  The Bayesian information criterion 

(BIC) used for model selection was calculated as described [56]. Standard errors of the 

rate constants were estimated by bootstrapping [24].  The efficiency of initiation from 

RPC in the model of Fig. 5A was calculated (based on the assumption that k4 >> [k3 + 

k−2]) as k2 / (k-1 + k2) and used the rate constants from the individual bootstrap trials to 

propagate the error estimates.  In the alternate model (Fig. S7) the efficiency of initiation 

from RPC was calculated as k2 k3 / [k−1 (k−2 + k3) + k2 k3], based on the assumption that 

k4 >> k-3.  

 

Transcript probe hybridization rate 
 

To measure the rate constant for transcript probe hybridization, we first pre-

formed TEC complexes stalled at the avidin-biotin roadblock by incubating surface-

anchored DNA with σ70RNAP and NTPs.  Following a one hour of incubation, buffer 

containing 2.5 nM each Cy3-transcript probe was introduced and the appearance over 
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time of Cy3 fluorescence spots localizing with transcript in the stalled TECs was 

recorded.  The distribution of times for the appearance of the first hybridization at each 

location was fit to a single exponential, yielding a mean transcript detection time of 35 s.   
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Figures and Legends 

 

Figure 1.  Design of the transcription templates and the single-molecule 
transcription experiments.  (A) Templates and control DNAs. The WT template 
consists of the promoter and initial transcribed region of E. coli rrnB P1. The promoter 
includes UP element (magenta), core promoter elements (-35 and -10 boxes; blue), and 
transcription start site (bent arrow and red nucleotide).  Other DNAs were identical 
except that one or more promoter elements were ablated by mutation. DNAs were 5´-
end labeled with AlexaFluor 488 (blue star) and biotin.  (B) Experiment design.  DNA 
was tethered to the flow chamber surface (cyan) by avidin (red octagon).  The solution 
introduced into the chamber contained NTPs, E. coli σ70-RNAP (gray) incorporating Cy5 
(red star)-labeled σ70, and two Cy3 (green star) hybridization probe oligonucleotides 
complementary to sequences near the 5′-end of the nascent transcript (magenta).  
σ70RNAP binding was detected as appearance of a red σ70-RNAP fluorescent spot at a 
position where a blue template spot was observed; transcript production is detected as 
appearance of a green probe spot at the blue template spot position. 
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Figure 2.  Effect of UP on transcription initiation on single rrnB P1 DNA 
molecules.  (A) Pseudocolor images (5.4 × 5.4 µm) of a portion of the microscope field 
of view imaged at excitation (Ex) and emission (Em) wavelengths corresponding to the 
template, Cy5-σ70RNAP, and transcript probe. Superimposed squares mark the 
positions of spots in the left image and the corresponding positions in the center and 
right images.  Images were recorded at the indicated time after addition of 0.75 nM Cy5-
σ70RNAP and NTPs.  (B) Cumulative fraction of DNA molecules on which transcript 
probe had appeared by the indicated time (solid lines).  Exponential fits (dashed lines; 
see Methods) yielded transcription initiation rates of (3.8 ± 0.8) × 10−4 s−1 (S.E.) (WT 
DNA; blue; N = 443), (0.49 ± 0.1) × 10−4 s−1 (UP− DNA; red; N = 392), and (0.15 ± 
0.002) × 10−4 s−1 (UP−P1−; black; N = 216).  Imaging conditions: 8 s per frame; 25 µW 
532 nm excitation.  
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Figure 3.  Effect of UP on association rate of Cy5-σ70RNAP to DNA.  (A-D) 
Cumulative fraction of DNA molecules on which Cy5-σ70RNAP had appeared by the 
indicated time (data records) and exponential fits (smooth curves).  Experiments were 
conducted in the absence of NTPs or probe with Cy5-σ70RNAP at 0.75 nM (dashed-
dotted), 2 nM (dashed), and 5 nM (solid) on WT (A), UP− (B), UP−P1− (C) and P1− (D) 
DNAs.  Number of DNA molecules at each concentration was 85 – 166.  (E) Apparent 
first-order rate constants (± SE; from fits in A-D) of promoter element-specific binding.  
In each case, the rate constant measured for UP−P1− was subtracted from the rate 
constant measured for the indicated DNA to remove the effects of rrnB P1-independent 
binding, and the difference was corrected as described (see Methods). Proportional fits 
give second-order rate constants (3.1 ± 0.6) × 106 M−1 s−1, (0.13 ± 0.4) × 106 M−1 s−1, and 
(−0.01 ± 0.4) × 106 M−1 s−1 for WT, UP−, and P1− binding respectively.  Imaging 
conditions: 0.5 s per frame; 1.25 mW 633 nm excitation. 
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Figure 4.  Effect of UP on σ70RNAP-DNA complex lifetimes. (A) Rastergrams 
illustrating Cy5-σ70RNAP binding events observed in separate individual experiments 
with WT, UP−, and UP−P1− DNAs in the absence of NTPs. Imaging conditions: 8 s per 
frame; 25 µW 633 nm excitation. Each horizontal line in one of the rastergrams shows 
data from an individual DNA molecule (one of 72 randomly chosen from each 
experiment). Color indicates whether a colocalized spot of Cy5-σ70RNAP fluorescence 
was (red) or was not (black) present. (B) Cumulative distribution of rrnB P1-specific 
lifetimes (gray) of Cy5-σ70RNAP on WT DNA (N = 1,381). Each point represents the 
natural logarithm of the number of observed colocalization events with durations greater 
than or equal to the indicated lifetime. Graph also shows the distributions predicted from 
two- (red) and three-exponential (blue) fits to the lifetime data (see Methods and Table 
S2).  (C) Same as B for UP− DNA (N = 929). The three-exponential fit is decisively 
favored (ΔBIC2−3 = −10).  In both (B) and (C) the frequency distribution of events 
observed on the UP−P1− DNA has been subtracted from the observed frequencies to 
correct for the small amount of rrnB P1-independent binding.    
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Figure 5.  Effect of UP on the kinetic mechanism of rrnB P1 initiation.  (A) Working 
minimal model of the reaction pathway for initiation and the values (±S.E) deduced from 
single-molecule data for the rate constants in the absence of NTPs. RPc and RPI are 
RNAP-promoter complexes that are intermediates on the initiation pathway; RPd is an 
off-pathway state of unknown structure detected only on the UP− DNA.  RPd may not be 
significantly populated except in the absence of NTPs (see text). Rate constant k-3 is the 
slowest first-order rate constant in the scheme and may be overestimated because of 
some contribution from photobleaching. (B) UP-induced fold change in the rate 
constants determined from fitting single molecule measurements with WT, UP−, and 
UP−P1− DNAs to the working model.  Asterisk marks value that is significantly greater 
than 1 (p < 0.01). (C) Postulated free energy landscapes for the initial binding step (k1 
and k-1 in (A)) in the presence (black line) and absence (red line) of UP that explain the 
effects of UP (purple) and core promoter elements (blue) in σ70RNAP binding to and 
release from rrnB P1.  The cyan circle represents the C-terminal domain of one of the α 
subunits of RNAP.  Double-headed arrows indicate the free energy barriers that limit the 
rates of the association (pine) and dissociation (gold) reactions.  Note that in the 
presence of UP, RPC can also form from RPCꞌ (pathway not shown), but only a minority 
of molecules is expected to go through this pathway because of the higher barrier 
height on the red energy surface.  
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